Summary: One of the mantras of European Community Law is that which defi nes it as "[…] a new legal order of international law […]".
(i) cases in which EC law points were raised and the case was sent for preliminary ruling to the Court of Justice;
(ii) cases in which EC law was, or most likely will be, directly applied, where the EC law angle is decisive for the dispute;
(iii) cases in which EC law was, or is likely to be, discussed as a subsidiary argument.
I.1. Preliminary rulings -the "long-awaited party" phenomenon
At the time of writing of this article (March 2006), there were nine requests for preliminary ruling from the Visegrad states (which, as it happens, account for the totality of such requests from all the new Member States. 3 Six of these were still pending before the Court, while three had already been decided. Five of the nine requests came from Hungary, 4 one from Poland, 5 and three from the Czech Republic. 6 The fi rst two cases, which were already submitted in the summer of 2004, both came from Hungary. The Court of Justice decided them in October 2005 and January 2006, respectively. Case C-328/04, Attila Vajnai, demonstrates that asking the fi rst question is not all that important. What matters more is to ask a meaningful one.
Attila Vajnai concerned the criminal conviction of Mr Vajnai, vicepresident of the Hungarian Worker's Party. In February 2003 Mr Vajnai took part in a demonstration in Budapest. In the course of the demonstration, he pinned a red star about 5 centimetres in size to his clothing, and drew the attention of the crowd and the press to it. Due to this he was prosecuted and found guilty of the minor offence of using a totalitar-ian symbol in public, which is prohibited by Art. 269/B, paragraph 1(b) of the Hungarian Criminal Code. Under that provision, a person who makes public use of the swastika, the SS insignia, the "arrow cross", the hammer and sickle, the fi ve-pointed red star, or any other sign representing one of these symbols has committed a minor offence punishable by a fi ne -provided that such conduct does not lead to a more serious criminal offence.
The Budapest Metropolitan Court (Fövárosi Bíróság), considering this case on appeal, decided to stay the proceedings and ask the Court of Justice whether the Hungarian ban on symbols of totalitarianism was compatible with Art. 6 of the Treaty on the European Union and Community law principles of non-discrimination, freedom of expression and political conviction. The argument put forward by the Metropolitan Court was rather obscure: the court indicated that in Italy, for instance, members of left-wing parties are allowed to use such symbols as the red star or the hammer and sickle. Prohibiting the same conduct in Hungary constitutes discrimination and disregards principles common to all Member States.
By an order dated 6 October 2005, the Court of Justice rejected the request as manifestly inadmissible. In paragraphs 13 and 14 of the order, the Court held that it has no competence to reply to questions outside the framework of Community law, with no connection whatsoever to any of the Treaty's provisions. 7 The second request for preliminary ruling from the new Member States, decided by the Court of Justice on 10 January 2006, 8 was slightly more successful than its predecessor. This time around the Court made its decision in the form of a judgment. However, in four short paragraphs representing its entire legal reasoning, the Court held that, because the facts of the case in the main proceedings were anterior to Hungary's accession to the European Union, it was not competent to decide on the substance of the issue. before the domestic court. 10 It may be said that the AG's analysis is persuasive in many respects; the question submitted to the Court, concerning abusive clauses in commercial contracts, seems somehow artifi cial.
The fi rst Polish request for a preliminary ruling 11 marked a refreshing change in this wave of rather dubious preliminary references. It is perhaps not surprising that the fi rst question from Poland was an attack on the Polish excise duty levied on second-hand cars imported to Poland from other Member States, an area of activity in which some Polish businesspeople seem to be quite successful. The request contains complex reasoning, arguing that by levying an excise duty on all imported second-hand cars from other Member States, but not on second-hand cars already registered and resold in Poland, Articles 23, 25 and 90 TEC have been infringed. Similar issues were raised in two recent Hungarian references.
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Both cases challenge the Hungarian law on the registration duty for second-hand cars. When a used car is purchased in another Member State, a person wishing to place the vehicle in circulation in Hungary (to enter it in the national registry of cars and have a licence issued) must pay a registration fee. The same fees must be paid on Hungarian cars when they are fi rst placed on the market; these normally form part of the car's selling price. If, however, the car was originally sold fi rst in another Member State, and then imported into Hungary as a second-hand car, the registration fee has already been paid in the car's state of origin. The question raised by the Hungarian courts is whether or not levying a registration fee for a second time in another Member State represents a breach of the fi rst paragraph of Art. 90 TEC (discriminatory taxation).
The fi rst Czech request for a preliminary ruling, case C-437/05, Vorel, concerns payment for on-call duty by a hospital surgeon. All medical staff are required to serve a certain amount of on-call duty in emergency medical services. For most of this time, the staff may not actually be working, but only waiting in "stand-by mode" for an emergency call. They must, however, be present at their workplace. The question which arose was how such "stand-by" work is to be remunerated: at the full rate, or at a reduced rate?
What conclusions (if any) can be drawn from this handful of cases? Some courts might perhaps be too eager to be seen as pro-European, engaging in the European "judicial dialogue" at all costs, without having much to say. Others may be too strongly infl uenced by the attorneys arguing cases before them. For an attorney, especially one representing the party with poorer chances of success, a request for a preliminary ruling and the consequent temporal transfer of the case to Luxembourg offers an ideal delay and fee-augmenting tactic.
14 Another, somewhat psychological aspect in the case of some judges and lawyers might be the distinction of being the "fi rst" from their Member State to submit a question to Luxembourg. Even a very remote Community law connection is thus viewed as suffi cient for staying the proceedings and submitting a question to the Court of Justice. As with the other motives, this one also does not guarantee the meaningfulness of the question submitted.
For perhaps similar reasons, a growing number of cases with obscure EC law points are being raised, together with requests for preliminary ruling sent to Luxembourg. One such example: in a series of restitution cases, 15 the Supreme Court of the Czech Republic rejected the repeated requests for preliminary ruling made by an unsuccessful claimant, a member of the pre-WWII Czech aristocracy, who argued that the Czech courts deciding his restitution cases were biased and under political pressure. He suggested that a request for preliminary ruling be submitted regarding the interpretation of Art. 6 (1) TEU, i.e. whether it was possible, in a particular case where political interference with the independence of the courts has compromised their impartiality and independence, to transfer the case to courts in other Member States. These requests were rejected issue has, however, already been addressed by the Court of Justice in case C-14/04 [1998 ] OJ L 4/1. The applicant, an international bus company, criticises the decision by the Ministry of Transportation to allow another company to provide services on the same line as that already granted to the applicant. The applicant has requested, in the action itself, suspension of the Ministry's decision and referral of the case for preliminary reference to Luxembourg. The motivation of the request is obvious; should the Ministry's decision be suspended and the case sent to Luxembourg, the applicant could forestall any unwelcome competition for the next two years. and by some other lower courts in the region. 17 It is vital that new Community judges, in similar types of cases, realise that submitting a request for preliminary ruling to Luxembourg is a right, not an obligation. Apart from the obligation, in certain cases pertaining to courts of last instance, to submit a preliminary reference to the Court of Justice, 18 it is for the national court, which knows the facts of the case and the arguments of the parties, to assess the need for a preliminary ruling in the given dispute.
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A national judge should not succumb to the temptation of having a case sent to, and resolved in, Luxembourg; the possibility of consulting the Court of Justice does not relieve a national judge of his duty to apply Community law independently.
I.2. EC law in national courts only
As already mentioned above, any systematisation of EC law issues currently pending or recently decided before the new Community courts borders on the impossible. A very rough division might be made according to the strength of the EC law argument in the dispute. There are already quite a few cases in which EC law is being used as a source of subsidiary legal arguments, i.e. a reference to EC law confi rms the result reached by applying national legal provisions. These cases typically involve some sort of indirect effect, especially in the area of implementing EC directives.
Cases in which EC law constitutes the focal legal argument are rare. These mostly involve direct application of a source of Community law (regulations, Treaty provisions). However, before we analyse cases in the fi rst or second category, let us fi rst briefl y consider some "heavyweight" constitutional cases. 
I.2.1. The "big ones"
There seems to be a strange kind of inverse proportion between the amount of EC "constitutional cases" in the new Member States and the paper (or electronic pages) devoted to discussing them. European Arrest Warrant decisions seem to take centre stage, 20 followed by classic primacy-related cases 21 and Constitutional and Accession Treaty disputes.
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These cases will not be discussed in this paper. First of all, reference can be made to more elucidating comments on this subject. 23 Also, despite their political "weight", cases of this type are marginal in terms of day-to-day application and effective enforcement of EU law in the new Member States. Such cases come up once or twice in a decade, and they are always unique. They are dealt with exclusively at the supreme or constitutional level of the national adjudicative machinery. To put this more plainly, the overall majority of, say, Polish citizens are not concerned with the validity of the European Arrest Warrant and ideas about European constitutional pluralism, intriguing as these may be; rather, they are interested in whether or not the excise duty on any car imported from other Member States violates the ban on discriminatory taxation under Art. 90 ECT. 31 In which the Court dodged rather than really resolved the question. It may reasonably be argued that there was a strong EC law issue at stake, namely, the proper construction of art 5 of the Directive, or questions concerning the validity thereof. What the Constitutional Court did was not to challenge the Directive directly (for which it would have had to submit entered the debate about whether or not constitutional courts are courts within the meaning of Art. 234 TEC, and thus can (and should) submit requests for preliminary ruling to Luxembourg. The Czech Constitutional Court recently adopted a similar view: in its seminal decision on the effect of EC law in the Czech Republic, 32 the Court observed that it could be a court or tribunal in the meaning of Art. 234 TEC. The Court decided, however, that there was no need, in the case in question, to submit a request for preliminary ruling to Luxembourg. 
I.2.2. EC (EU) law as the decisive legal argument
There are only a handful of cases in which an EC law argument seems to be the decisive one. Two scenarios may be considered here:
(1) EC legislation covers the area of law in question exclusively, while the use of national law is only subsidiary, i.e. national law covers only procedure or sanctions, but there is no confl ict of substantive rules (typically, in areas like competition law, customs, or agriculture). 39 Or at least the confl ict was not directly recognised. It could be argued that, in the previously mentioned case of the Slovak asylum-seeker (see n. 35), the Protocol on Asylum for Nationals of Member States of the European Union took primacy over the Czech Asylum Act. The issue was, however, construed differently: according to the Municipal Court's reasoning, the Protocol was lex specialis to the general Czech Asylum Act (lex generalis). As such, no direct confl ict arose, as it could be argued that the special situation of an asylumseeker from Slovakia had not been provided for in Czech law. 40 Case 30 Ca 131/2005, pending before the Regional Court in Brno, Czech Republic. The case raises some complex issues concerning the Act on Accession as well as the previous Europe Agreements. The applicant, a Czech wine importer, argues that redistribution of the revenues of the National Wine Fund, which are given solely to Czech wine producers, and not to importers of wine from other Member States, is discriminatory and constitutes a measure whose effect is equivalent to a quantitative restriction on imports. If the court were to allow the applicant's claim, it would have to disapply national legislation (an act of Parliament) which is in violation of the Europe Agreement.
Common Customs Tariff where this has not been duly published in the offi cial language of the Member State.
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The bitter ongoing judicial saga concerning Czechoslovak pensions has a rather uncertain EC law status. The facts of this case reach back to the pre-1993 Czechoslovak Federation. Upon the division of the former Czechoslovakia, one of the separation-related treaties between the successor states provided for social security and pension benefi ts following separation. The basic rule adopted was that a pension should be paid by the state on whose territory the legal entity a person had worked for was incorporated, or, if the person was self-employed, by the state on whose territory he or she had worked. 43 With the gradual divergence of economic conditions in the two successor states, pensions paid to people who had worked on the territory of the Czech Republic became considerably higher than those paid to people who had worked in Slovakia. This situation was especially burdensome for some Czech nationals, who had always had Czech citizenship and had worked for Czech companies on the territory of Slovakia. These people, most of whom lived in the Czech Republic after retirement, were only entitled to considerably lower Slovak pensions, despite the fact that they were Czech citizens who had worked for Czech fi rms.
Following a series of constitutional complaints, 44 the Czech Constitutional Court decided that Czech citizens working for Czech fi rms in Slovakia cannot be said to have worked abroad, and that their pension claims should be calculated based on their Czech citizenship. The court held that any other conclusion would violate the constitutional imperative of equality and equal access to social security. All Czech citizens should, therefore, be entitled to the same pensions, irrespective of whether they worked on Czech or Slovak territory prior to the split of the Czechoslovak Federation.
This approach has been rejected by the Czech administrative judiciary thus far. 45 The main argument of the administrative courts, headed by the Czech Supreme Administrative Court, is that entitlements under social security laws cannot be based on citizenship, but rather on territoriality and a person's actual place of work. In its decisions on this issue, the Supreme Administrative Court has referred to Community legislation in this area, 46 which emphasises the notion of residence, not citizenship. It could be argued that the approach chosen by the Constitutional Court is in breach of Community rules, as it establishes de facto discrimination based on nationality. On the other hand, the facts and the legal regime in question date back a time long before Czech and Slovak accession to the European Union, the group of people concerned is a closed one, and the case refers to an extraordinary situation conditioned by the dissolution of a state. The newly-adopted stance of the Court of Justice in Ynos kft 47 would seem to imply that these questions are to be regarded as outside the scope of Community law.
I.2.3. EC law as an interpretive aid
Instances where EC law is used as an interpretive aid are quite common. The majority of these cases concern the indirect effect of directives. 48 Directives are used as an interpretive aid to discern the meaning of national legislation adopted in order to transpose these same directives into the national legal order. Cases of this sort may involve the portability of mobile phone numbers, 49 late payments in commercial transactions, 50 issues concerning the nature of fi nancial leasing, 51 or whether or not the Czech Airport Administration Agency is a "public undertaking" for the purposes of administrative judicial review. A recent decision by the Czech Supreme Administrative Court is instructive in this respect. The case arose from a rather technical value-added tax dispute. The complainant, an undertaking taxable under Czech law, reconstructed a glass-welding unit on a property located in Slovakia. The reconstruction contract between the complainant and the Slovak property owner was concluded at the incentive of a third party, a Czech undertaking, which acted as the property owner's agent. The complainant later claimed deduction of value-added tax (VAT) from the fee paid to the agent before the Czech authorities, as both parties to the agency agreement were Czech. The Czech Revenue Authority, however, refused to deduct VAT from the agency contract, claiming that the place of the taxable transaction was Slovakia, where the property was located.
The Supreme Administrative Court observed that the issue in question had not been provided for in the Czech Value-Added Tax Act of 1992, which was in force at the time of the dispute. However, the court went on to state that the Czech Republic's VAT system, introduced at the beginning of the Nineties, had been modelled on examples from the EC. The rules of confl ict for determining the place of the taxable transaction under the Czech VAT system were designed similarly to EC ones. A comparison of the relevant provisions of the Czech VAT Act and the Sixth Council [1980] Directive 77/388/EEC on harmonisation of VAT was, therefore, appropriate, also taking into account the fact that the European Association Agreement had already required the approximation of certain areas of Czech law -including indirect taxation -to EC standards. The Supreme Administrative Court therefore affi rmed the possibility of using EC law as an instrument for interpreting approximated Czech legislation, and applied the Sixth Directive and the Court of Justice's case law.
The indirect use of EC law as a tool for interpreting Czech approximated legislation, even when the latter was adopted prior to the Czech Republic's accession to the EU, is not a new concept. The possibility of such indirect interpretive use had already been upheld by the Czech Constitutional Court in its pre-accession case law. The Constitutional Court's approach was based not on the approximation of technical rules, but rather on common European principles and values: 
II. Problem Areas
After this rather mosaic-like overview of cases, let us focus on three selected issues in greater detail. They represent areas where the application of EC law in the new Member States is facing considerable challenges.
II.1. Time and temporality
Unless otherwise provided for in transitional arrangements, European law becomes fully and immediately applicable in all new Member States as of their date of accession. 58 Its effects are to be prospective, i.e. it should apply to new facts and situations. Existing situations and legal relationships that have not fully exhausted their legal effects are indirectly modifi ed with respect to the content of existing rights and obligations. The deliberations of national courts should be made in light of the following principles:
(1) Priority shall be given to express transitional solutions.
(2) In the absence of these, there is the presumptive rule against retroactivity: the substantive rules of Community law must be interpreted as applicable to situations established before their entry into force only insofar as it clearly follows from their terms, objectives or general scheme that such an effect must be recognised.
(3) New rules apply immediately to the future effects of an existing situation which arose under the old rules (principle of immediate effect). A situation is considered existing (pending, current), and therefore covered by immediately applicable rules, if it has not exhausted its legal effects prior to the entry into force of new legislation, but rather continues to produce them as of that date.
(4) Legitimate expectations must be protected. These may form an exception to the application of the principle of immediate effect.
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Unfortunately, real life does not follow such clear-cut patterns, and much uncertainty remains in resolving inter-temporal issues. Most of the current EC law cases in the new Member States also involve questions concerning post-accession temporal application of EC law. One example of this type of dispute is a case pending before the High Court in Prague. The Regulation provides for main insolvency proceedings to be initiated in the Member State which constitutes the centre of the debtor's main interests. No additional insolvency proceedings should be opened in any other Member State. However, this new regime has applied only since accession. Before accession, 58 Cf. art 2 of the Act Concerning the Conditions of Accession of the Czech Republic, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Cyprus, the Republic of Latvia, the Republic of Lithuania, the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Malta, the Republic of Poland, Czech courts did not recognise insolvency proceedings in foreign countries, and the assets of an insolvent company on Czech territory were wound up independently of any other proceedings pending abroad.
Deciding this issue under the old procedure, the Municipal Court in Prague, as the court of fi rst instance, opened insolvency proceedings against an Austrian company in April 2004, irrespective of the fact that insolvency proceedings had already begun in Vienna. At the time when this conclusion was reached by the court of fi rst instance, such a decision was perfectly legal. If the line of analysis outlined above is to apply, can the insolvency of a company be called an existing and lasting situation? Since the assets of the company have not yet been wound up, it might be argued that the new rules should now be applicable to them; the appeals court should stay the proceedings and wait for the Austrian court to decide the issue. However, in order to do so, the High Court would have to quash the decision of the Municipal Court opening insolvency proceedings in the Czech Republic in April 2004. The question that arises is on what grounds the High Court could do so. The earlier decision by the Municipal Court was in accordance with the legal situation prior to accession, and the appellate court is bound by the legal situation prevailing at the time when the original decision was made.
It may be argued that in case C-302/04, Ynos, as discussed above, the Court of Justice missed a chance to clarify at least some temporality issues. The Court declined to reply to the question raised by the Hungarian judge, with the following reasoning (para. 35 -37): The opinion of the Court is surprisingly unconditional and categorical. It draws a fi rm line as to where the facts of the dispute lie. Since the case arose from a situation that occurred before Hungary's accession to the European Union, the Court is not competent to decide.
There is no doubt that the Court was correct in refusing to answer this rather dubious request for preliminary ruling from Hungary. However, since the Court decided to render a judgement in the case (and not dispose of it by means of an order, as suggested by the Advocate General), it could have seized this chance to reiterate and consolidate its position on the temporal effects of EU law in the new Member States. Such guidance is much needed in the new Member States at present.
Moreover, designating the circumstance that the facts of the case were anterior to Hungary's accession to the EU as the sole determinant of the Court's competence could be misleading. There are situations in which the facts have occurred prior to accession, yet the resulting legal effects are lasting and there is an ongoing legal relationship between the parties. In similar situations, the content of the legal relationship is modifi ed by EU law, which becomes applicable irrespective of when the key events occurred. The determining factor is thus not whether the facts of the case occurred before or after accession, but whether or not there is a lasting, ongoing legal relationship still producing legal effects.
Similar interpretive problems arise in situations where some facts making up the legal relationship in question arose before accession, and some after. Legal relationships are often complex conglomerates of various legal facts that extend and develop over long periods of time. What if some of the facts of the case occurred prior to accession, and some after it?
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The facts anterior/posterior to accession analysis also disregards the huge mass of legislation adopted in the new Member States prior to accession with a view to harmonising national law with Community rules.
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Hundreds of pieces of legislation had de facto already implemented Community legislation (most typically directives) before accession, while accession itself had no impact on their content. The national courts have 62 Case 31 Ca 100/2005, pending before the Regional Court in Hradec Králové, Czech Republic. The case concerns the reimbursement of customs duties. A Czech importer imported a great quantity of mozzarella cheese from Italy. The contract between the Czech importer and the Italian producer was concluded shortly before Czech accession to the EU. The cheese was then imported into the Czech Republic, and the customs duty paid. After the date of accession, the importer discovered that the cheese was mouldy, and rescinded the contract. The question arising was whether or not Community law is applicable to this kind of situation; what are the legal facts of the case? The contract was concluded and executed prior to accession, while the rescission and liability issues arose from facts posterior to accession. Similar questions arise with regard to longstanding legal relationships, where new facts emerge over a longer period of time, and the relationship itself may last for decades (pension schemes, employment contracts and the like). already recognised this fact, 64 and have used Community legislation as an interpretive aid in cases prior to accession, as well as in cases decided after accession but with facts existing prior thereto.
It may be argued that a smooth, gradual approach to the temporal effects of EC law, as adopted by some national courts, is preferable to the abrupt, all-or-nothing division which could be inferred from the Ynos case. There is no doubt that the Court's position will have to be more fi nely tuned in future case law.
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It is certainly true, on the other hand, that Ynos pertains solely to the Court of Justice's competence. Nothing precludes national courts from using Community legislation as an interpretive aid in cases with facts anterior to accession, as they have been doing for the last few years. Nonetheless, the Ynos ruling might have a certain cooling-off effect on national judges in terms of applying Community law. 66 First, not all judges will be able to make this fi ne distinction and recognise that Ynos was about the Court of Justice's competence to answer preliminary ruling requests from the new Member States, and not primarily about how national courts are to apply Community law following accession. Second, the Ynos decision might also be used as a basis for deliberately deferring full application of Community law in cases where not all the facts of the case are posterior to accession.
II.2. The legal force of Babel
An even more intriguing problem regarding full application of Community law in the new Member States stems from the fact that translation and publication of Community legislation is delayed or even completely lacking. Art. 2 of the Act of Accession provides that "[f]rom the date of accession, the provisions of the original Treaties and the acts adopted by the institutions and the European Central Bank before accession shall be binding on the new Member States and shall apply in those States under the conditions laid down in those Treaties and in this Act." According to Art. 58 of the Act, "[t]he texts of the acts of the institutions, and of the European Central Bank, adopted before accession and drawn up by the Council, the Commission or the European Central 64 See the cases discussed supra, section I.2.3. 65 It will also have to be clarifi ed with respect to the Court's previous case law, such as case C-302/97 Klaus Konle v Republik Österreich [1999] ECR I-3099, where the Court saw no problem in answering preliminary ruling requests whose facts arose prior to Austria's accession to the European Union. Bank in the Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Polish, Slovak and Slovenian languages shall, from the date of accession, be authentic under the same conditions as the texts drawn up in the present eleven languages. They shall be published in the Offi cial Journal of the European Union if the texts in the present languages were so published."
Read conjointly, both articles oblige the institutions which have issued these acts to publish their offi cial translations in the offi cial languages of the new Member States in the Offi cial Journal of the European Union. These translated acts of the institutions were to be published as a Special Edition of the Offi cial Journal. What, however, is the exact moment at which such translated legislation becomes binding and enforceable vis-à-vis the individual? Is it the moment of accession, or the moment when it is actually published in the language of the respective Member State?
This question is not merely academic. Due to the considerable workload and amount of legislation, publication of the Special Edition was delayed. The printed volumes of the Offi cial Journal, which are the only binding source of EC legislation, were "displayed" This means that not all the legislation which entered into force on the day of accession, and which is being enforced by institutions of the Member States and the Community, has been duly published yet.
The type of disputes that result are well illustrated by a case pending before the Regional Court in Ostrava (Administrative Division), Czech Republic. The applicant challenged the fi ne before the administrative court, inter alia on the grounds that the fi ne was imposed on the basis of a Community regulation which had not been translated and published in the Czech language at the time the act was committed. The statement of facts made by the applicant is correct: the Common Customs Tariff, together with the Commission Regulation, was not published in the Czech Special Edition of the Offi cial Journal until August 2004.
The respondent, i.e. the customs authority, rejected the applicant's argument as abusive. In its point of view, the whole of Community law became binding on all individuals at the very moment of accession, irrespective of whether or not it had been published in Czech. The respondent further argued that a provisional Czech translation was available on the Ministry of Finance's website, so that the applicant could have had access to it there.
This case demonstrates two problems. The fi rst is delayed publication of the legislation in question, and the legislative chaos caused by accession. The second problem is the broader issue of the discrepancy between formal and material sources of law.
Starting with the latter issue, the gap between formal and actual sources of law is obvious. Modern legal systems are based on the concept of the exclusivity of published (printed) sources of law. The "rules of recognition" suggest a given form of publishing and promulgating legal rules. The Community rule of recognition is Council Regulation no. 1, which defi nes the languages to be used by the European Economic Community, together with Art. 254 ECT.
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This regulation provides for the publication of all acts of Community institutions in the respective language version of the Offi cial Journal. Due publication is a precondition for the legal validity of an act. 72 Furthermore, the act must be published in a language that the addressee is able to understand, i.e. the offi cial language of the Member State in question. 73 It seems, however, that these "rules of recognition" are somewhat outdated. The vast majority of Community law users have almost never seen a printed version of the Offi cial Journal. Various electronic legal databases have become the genuine sources of law, and the closest one gets to the Offi cial Journal is by downloading an electronic "pdf" version 71 This may be explained in two ways. First, these cases are still forthcoming. Second, to simply confi rm the assumption made at the outset, the formal sources of law no longer correspond with the material ones, and no one seems to have noticed the absence of printed versions of the Offi cial Journal.
How should the Court of Justice approach cases of this type? As mentioned above, two questions will have to addressed: the question of the printed version of the Offi cial Journal and its availability, and the question of language. There are two extreme approaches. The Court could stick to the formal requirements and the formal "rules of recognition", holding that all decision adopted on the basis of legislation not duly 74 The forerunner to a re-assessment of the offi cial publication of law in Central Europe is Austria, which, as of 2004, abolished the printed version of its Offi cial Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt). The printed Gazette has been replaced by electronically signed versions in Adobe Acrobat's PDF format, all published at a central address (http://www.ris.bka.gv.at). Both these approaches are highly problematic. If the fi rst route were to be taken, absolute legal chaos would ensue. As mentioned previously, even now all of the volumes of the Special Edition of the Offi cial Journal have still not been issued. These volumes have been published in a quite haphazard manner over the last two years. If legislation could be enforced only after its offi cial printed publication in the Offi cial Journal and in the language of the respective Member State, hundreds or thousands of administrative decisions, contracts and other legal acts adopted on the basis of unoffi cial translations or other language versions could be void.
The other route is likewise problematic: modern legal systems are based on the notions of equality, territoriality of law, and the legal principle of ignorantia legis neminem excusat. Similar formal approaches have their fl aws; they are, however, reliable in that they enable one to ascertain, at any given moment, what the law is. If enforcement of legal rules were to be made subject to the addressee's capacity to read or understand them, the system would revert to the medieval conception of the personality of the law and particular legal regimes, an outcome that is scarcely conceivable.
It is obvious that the Court of Justice cannot reasonably adopt either of these extreme positions. It will have to carefully steer between Scylla and Charybdis in an effort to fi nd a sensible middle way. Whatever solution it adopts, it should bear in mind that its decision might possibly be challenged before one of the Central European constitutional courts. If the Court of Justice were to adopt an overly "pragmatic" approach, this might provoke negative reactions.
Here again, as with the temporal application of EC law, time is on the Community's side. First, all Community legislation will eventually, slowly but steadily, be published in the new Community languages. Sec- 77 The question is, of course, much more complex. It is conceivable that different answers might be found with regard to different types of Community legislation (regulations, directives, decisions) and different types of legal relations (vertical state against the individual, vertical individual against the state, horizontal). These issues are, unfortunately, far beyond the scope of this article. ond, only decisions or contracts adopted or concluded in the period between the moment of accession and due publication of the relevant piece of Community legislation may be challenged. Locus standi to challenge these acts before courts is limited; moreover, these claims will soon become time-barred.
II.3. Iura novit curia (Does it really?)
"The court knows the law" -this old Roman maxim has become one of the building blocks of modern continental legal codifi cations. It means that a judge is obliged to apply valid laws ex offi cio, i.e. of his or her own motion. The correlative privilege of the parties to the dispute is not to have to argue points of law. This system represents the old idealistic continental model of the mechanical judge: the parties argue the facts, the judge adds the law, and the result is a perfect, syllogistic judgment. These provisions deeply affect the standard of legal services and quality of applications submitted by advocates to the courts. A typical Czech application is a summary of the facts, several pages long, with only a timid allusion (if any at all) to the applicable law. Should any reference be made to points of law, it will be limited to statutes. No case law or doctrinal writings tend to be mentioned. This practice stands in sharp contrast to the detailed, elaborate analyses common in the Anglo-American legal tradition, where applications are usually dozens or even hundreds of pages long. The Czech and Central European legal systems are, generally, still trapped in the idealistic vision of an all-knowing judge -a judge-machine to which one supplies the facts, then inserts a coin and waits for a neatly-packaged result at the other end.
This ideology is, however, crumbling on all sides, national as well as European. From the national point of view, it has been gradually eroded over the last decade or so. The legislative frenzy of the past ten years, called its "decomposition", 80 cannot leave even the greatest judicial optimist with the conviction that judges still know the law. Such a conviction might, arguably, still be tenable in the case of individual codifi cations, such as the Criminal Code, which provide the basis for an entire area of law. 81 Yet it is no longer tenable in those areas of law which have no codes, and where judges are obliged to apply dozens or hundreds of acts and regulations. This is especially true of administrative justice.
Where does this leave the application of EU law in the new Member States? The Court of Justice's case law is not of much help in this respect. When assessing the obligation of national judges to apply EU law ex offi cio, the Court of Justice actually cross-referred the issue and sent it back to the national level: national courts are not obliged to raise issues concerning a breach of Community law of their own motion, provided that national regulations do not require them to do so with respect to a national law. 82 If the question were to be returned to the national level, and the principle of equality applied, the conclusion would be that Czech judges are obliged to raise points of EC law on their own motion, and to actively seek and apply relevant EC law.
So much for legal theory. Of the dozens of cases decided or pending before national courts in the Visegrad states, as discussed in this paper, there was only one single case where points of Community law were raised by a national judge of his own motion. 83 In the rest of the cases, EC law points were discussed (sometimes very reluctantly) only after having been expressly raised by the parties' legal representatives.
It appears that the maxim iura novit curia has become almost untenable with respect not only to Community law, but to national law as well. What might have been a workable procedural solution in the era of centuries-old legal codes and legislative and judicial stability is no longer possible, given today's tens of thousands of pages of Community and national legislation and case law. We might confi dently predict that, at least in the initial stage of application of Community law in the new Member States, EC law arguments will be raised solely or primarily by the parties' legal representatives. This is no surprise in the old Member States, for most EC law angles in domestic disputes have been discovered and raised by the parties. In the new Member States, however, this will be a novelty as far as the position of the parties and the conduct of proceedings is concerned, since iura novit curia has bred inertia among legal representatives. It remains to be seen how far (and how fast) this novelty will spill over into purely domestic cases, where quality legal representation will no longer be a matter of simply reiterating the facts and leaving the court to determine the law.
The gradual abandonment of this maxim also refl ects a deeper change in Central and Eastern European legal and judicial ideology.
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The omniscient, omnipotent court that knows the entire law is being replaced by an arbiter who needs the parties to tell it what the law is (or might be). The authoritarian approach to law is being replaced by a more discursive model. The responsibility for resolving a dispute no longer rests solely with the inquisitorial judge, but has partially shifted onto the parties and their representatives.
III. Some generalisations
To reply to the question raised by the title of this paper, how can the two years of EC law application in the Visegrad states be assessed? None of the catastrophic predictions have come true. The sky did not fall down following accession day, there were no funerals for defunct national sovereignty, 85 and national courts were not swamped by a fl ood of "Eurocases". On the other hand, it cannot be said that EC law is absolutely non-existent in the new Member States. The germs of EC law arguments have begun to sprout here and there, some of them assuming rather interesting forms and blossoms. It is extremely diffi cult to assess in what number of cases EC law points have been raised so far. It might be noted that dozens of cases involving certain points of EC law are currently pending in the Czech Republic alone, with more being added every day. The start has been rather slow, a fact that may be easily explained by the speed of the judicial process. In civil and criminal cases, the average duration of judicial proceedings at each instance is about one year. By the end of 2005, the fi rst cases involving interesting points of EC law had begun crystallizing in the courts of appeal. This process is even slower in administrative courts; not because they are slower than general courts, but because cases normally have to pass through two instances of administrative authority before they can be reviewed in administrative justice. Moreover, applicants (and the legal community generally) are only slowly becoming aware of the possibilities that EC law offers them. We may suppose that a considerable amount of cases with an EC law angle go through the judicial system without that angle even being noticed.
III.1. New Member States' judges -not such a disaster?
When writing about the prospects for applying EC law in Central Europe some two years ago, Zdeněk Kühn was rather sceptical. 86 In his point of view, Central European judges are trapped in the realms of mechanical jurisprudence and textual positivism. They are unable to apply abstract legal principles, they have a negative attitude towards teleological (purposive) argumentation, and they are incapable of using comparative legal arguments. The only type of reasoning they use and understand is that of legal force. More subtle forms of persuasive authority are disregarded. These observations lead Kühn to conclude that this might make for a serious problem once the new European judges start applying European law.
Kühn's analysis is excellent. In its retrospective part, it depicts and highlights the problems of judicial ideology in Central and Eastern Europe. 87 At the same time, however, his analysis is unduly pessimistic as far as the prospects for applying EC law are concerned, since it is based on several incorrect assumptions. It may be argued that the early experi- There is often a considerable gap between the "Luxembourg" version of Community law and Finnish, Greek, English or Hungarian practical application thereof. Taking the example of state liability cases, students of Community law are taught the Francovich case 88 or the Factortame saga. 89 They have recently been told that Member States may also be held responsible for judgments rendered in breach of Community law, 90 or that liability for breaches of EC competition law can also apply in horizontal types of situations.
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What the students are not told, however, is that Mr Francovich never received any damages; 92 that the English courts were unable, even ten years after the initial judgment by the Court of Justice, to substantiate the damages caused to the Spanish fi shermen; 93 that similar problems with regard to horizontal breaches of Community law are likely to arise in the Crehan case; 94 and that, fi nally, if Mr Köbler eventually receives some damages (a scenario which seems rather doubtful), this will happen no earlier than some 15 years after his litigation began. 95 Similar question marks hover over virtually every area of the Court of Justice's case law; once a case is sent back to the national level, no one seems to bother about whether or how the Court of Justice's decision is applied in practice. 96 However, the crucial stage in shaping EC law is precisely at the level of national courts; without proper construction and enforcement at the national level, EC law is non-existent, or, at best, reduced to judicial monologues in Luxembourg.
It is precisely this gap between the "Luxembourg" and individual national versions of Community law that results in the aforementioned lack of a suitable comparator. Measuring the "performance" of new Community judges against the Court of Justice's reality-distant requirements 97 inevitably leads to fallacious conclusions regarding the quality of their reasoning and argumentation. The suitable comparator for judging the quality of "Euro-reasoning" in the new Member States' courts is thus not the Court of Justice's requirements, but rather the practice of other Member States' courts shortly after their accession. Viewed against this background, it may be argued that the new Community judges are not doing much worse than their counterparts in other Member States.
It is true that this statement is, to a great extent, a mere denial of the opposing one, and not a genuine rebuttal of Kühn's analysis of judicial incompetence in Central Europe. There is only limited empirical evidence as to what is genuinely happening before Central European courts. The qualitative analysis given in this article 98 of more than 30 judicial proceedings or decisions applying EU law in one form or another may justify 95 Cf. case C-224/01 Köbler (n 90) ; the original litigation in Austrian courts started in 1986, when Mr Köbler made his fi rst request for a length-of-service increment to his pension. 96 With some rare exceptions, such as MA Jarvis, The Application of EC Law by National Courts: The Free Movement of Goods (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1998). 97 A fi ne example is the honest remark made by former Advocate General Jacobs in case C-338/95 Wiener S.I. GmbH v Hauptzollamt Emmerich [1997] ECR I-6518. The case concerned, inter alia, a re-appraisal of the CILFIT criteria (Case 283/81 CILFIT, n 18) and the conditions under which a court of last instance may be relieved of its duty to submit a request for preliminary reference to the Court of Justice. One of these exceptions is the socalled acte clair, i.e. a situation where correct interpretation of Community law is so obvious as to leave no room for doubt. However, before a national court concludes that an interpretation is acte clair, it must take into account other language versions of the text. Concerning this requirement, the AG noted (in para 65 of his opinion) that this amounts to demanding of the national court something which even the Court of Justice does not do. 98 This analysis is indeed rather qualitative, i.e. going into depth with individual cases, and not quantitative, i.e. considering a greater amount of cases. However, as already mentioned, the use of Community law in all Member States, including the old ones, is just the "icing on the cake": the vast majority of cases on the overall docket of national courts are decided without any EC law argument. the conclusion that the application of EC law in Central Europe is not as disastrous as predicted.
In abstract terms, the suitable comparator problem is clearly visible in one argument put forward by Tamara ∆apeta. In an otherwise insightful analysis of the judicial mentality in Central and Eastern Europe, 99 she argues that one of the greatest problems for formalistic (Eastern) European judges lies in the application of the principles of EC law. She expressly mentions the principle of effectiveness, or effective judicial protection, as one of the most intriguing concepts for the new Community judges. She is, however, fair enough to admit that disregard for the principle of effectiveness "is quite likely to happen in courts of the existing Member States on a daily basis".
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It may be argued that the correct conclusion to be drawn from this statement is not, however, that the new Member States' courts must learn to apply this principle, but rather that there is something wrong with it, since it does not seem to be functioning properly even in the most pro-European and progressive national courts of the old Member States. The explanation may lie in the nature of the principle itself:
it is an open-ended, everywhere-leading type of argument, by its nature concerned with the legislative choice of a regulatory technique, and not the proper construction of legal rules. That is why national courts virtually never apply this principle of their own motion. When national courts do decide to use it, this is typically a lower court trying to circumvent higher courts, or a higher court wishing to circumvent the legislature. They then submit the question to the Court of Justice on a preliminary reference for quasi-legislative approval, with a view to acquiring external authority for a solution which would be deemed unacceptable under national law. Similar problems arise regarding the level of Kühn's analysis. His argument is that, in order to apply EC law correctly, all national judges in the new Member States should embrace a teleological and effet utile kind of reasoning, combined with comparative legal arguments. There is, of course, some truth in this statement: there is a distinct style of EC judicial reasoning. However, we may argue that to require a shift of judicial style at all levels of the judicial hierarchy is unrealistic, and even dangerous.
The underlying hypothesis is that there is a considerable difference between the style of judicial reasoning used in supreme or constitutional courts and that which is common in fi rst instance or lower courts. The theory is that the higher we go in the judicial hierarchy, the more elaborate the reasoning ought to be. The judicial style changes (or should 99 ∆apeta (n 86). 100 Ibid 45. change) as well, from more positivistic, text-oriented legal interpretation at the fi rst instance, to more systematic and contextual reasoning at the supreme level. It is suggested that this difference in judicial style is fully justifi ed by the differing requirements placed on courts at different levels: a fi rst instance judge is called upon to gather facts and decide, in an understandable way, regarding an individual case only. If, on the other hand, the complexity or novelty of a case requires an assessment at the highest instance, the supreme justice should view the case in a broader perspective, seeing beyond the individual case and turning to the interpretation of principles, the use of comparative law, contextual and perhaps teleological interpretation of the law, and so on.
In short, the expectations made of the ideal "Hercules" of EC law are often ones which only higher or supreme courts -and not lower courts -are reasonably able to satisfy. The standard for lower courts usually remains a solid, reasonable textual positivism. This is, in a sense, the standard or level of service an average "judicial consumer" can expect from lower courts. If a person goes to a local court to enforce a contract, an elaborate teleological and comparative analysis of the principles of European contract law would seem to be of little use. To require the transformation of every national judges into a Hercules of EC law, a highfl ier of teleological interpretation, would be just as unfortunate as if all judges were dull formalists.
III.2. Sweet and sour
Prediction is very diffi cult, especially if it is about the future. Mindful of this warning allegedly uttered by Niels Bohr, what generalisations and predictions can we make about the application of EC law in the new Member States? As in every story, there are some positive as well as negative aspects; the sweet is mixed with the sour.
Starting with the positive aspects, there are some characteristics of post-communist law and the judiciary which might enable faster, smoother adaptation to, and application of, Community law than in some older Member States. First, as already mentioned above, post-communist legal systems suffer from great legislative instability. Yet this vice may have a positive side effect, one which we may term the "advantage of the momentum of change". The continual and innumerable amendments to virtually every piece of legislation over the last 15 years have created extremely adaptable judges (in a positive as well as a negative sense), who will be able to cope with EC law much more quickly than their colleagues in established old Member States, who are used to the invariability of legal codes dozens or hundreds of years old. On the other hand, it is proper to admit that this ability to absorb new legal provisions does not say anything about the much-needed deeper reform of judicial methodology and the argumentation process. It may be claimed, however, that correct application of Community law's substantive provisions is so tightly intertwined with the methodology of applying it that any "incorrect" methodology will soon be detected in the substance of the decision.
Second, there are also some personnel aspects of the Czech judiciary which might speed up the judicial application of EC law. Visegrad judiciaries are, like their continental counterparts, conceived of as career judiciaries. Older generations of career judges have generally not studied EC law (or any sort of "capitalist" law, for that matter), and tend to be limited as far as foreign languages are concerned. The new generation of judges, appointed during the last ten years, at a time when EC law and languages were being taught in law schools, 101 have a better starting position in fi nding EC law arguments. To some extent, these capacities are becoming a decisive factor whereby the new generation of judges may be distinguished from the older one. Younger judges, who presently serve on courts of the fi rst instance, may be more eager to use EC law arguments in order to "escape" the supervision of their older colleagues, who control the appellate and supreme levels of the judiciary. Relying on Community law gives junior judges a very powerful source of external authority, which could be used against their more senior colleagues.
The limits of greater application of EC law in the new Member States is not a question of rejection, revolt, or some sort of intentional positivist ignorance of the teleological depth of Community law. The true limits are language barriers and the unavailability of sources. The question of the enforceability of non-translated and unpublished sources of Community law has been briefl y discussed above. This problem is, unfortunately, but a small part of the greater problem of a general inaccessibility of Community law in the languages of new Member States. If we consider the fact that not all enforceable legislation has been translated and duly published yet, then what about other sources of Community law (in a broader sense)? The situation in these areas seems even more desperate: almost two years after accession, not one single decision by the Court of Justice has been published in Czech, 102 there are no detailed doctrinal writings 101 At least nominally, leaving aside the question of quality and the real outcome. or textbooks about the majority of EC laws, 103 and a quick surf on the Internet shows that the vast majority of secondary sources and various types of soft law are accessible only in English or French.
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These are the real obstacles to greater application of EC law in the new Member States. This situation also creates a dangerous bitterness among the smaller new Member States, including various complaints about "second-class" membership. It is obvious that some of the fi ctions concerning linguistic equality within the European Union and the motto "united in diversity" 105 have become indefensible. 106 The linguistic requirements which a proper application of Community law imposes on an English or French judge are quite different than those faced by a Hungarian or Portuguese one. The example of a Portuguese judge has been chosen deliberately, for the problem of languages is not unique to this last enlargement. The 2004 enlargement only more sharply and broadly revealed the problems already lurking underneath the Europe of 15. A Europe of 25 (and soon 27) will only become more disintegrated and divergent, with the general linguistic Babel contributing greatly thereto.
Despite these practical problems, I would still propose a rather optimistic outlook on the application of Community law in the new Member States. The majority of these problems will be solved with time; some will need more effort on both sides, the national as well as the European. Change will take time, as in any other new Member State. This gradual change will be visible in the style of judicial dialogue as well. The initial stage of EC law application will surely be a merely passive reception of a new and unknown legal order.
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It is, however, only a matter of time 103 Including areas of utmost importance in EC substantive law, such as the four freedoms, customs law, social security, and judicial cooperation in civil and criminal matters. There are, of course, general textbooks on EC or EU law, yet their generality sets a clear limit on their use by legal practitioners, who are mostly interested in more detailed knowledge or particular information from a specifi c area of law. 104 Including, for that matter, the websites of the key European institutions and the main portal http://www.europa.eu.int. 105 Provided, of course, that "diversity" is not a new codename for disintegration. In this respect, the new European motto might compete with the very best of George Orwell ("War is Peace", "Freedom is Slavery", "Ignorance is Power", etc.). Cf. G Orwell, 1984. (Secker and Warburg, London 1949) 2 -3. 106 Oddly enough, it is the French who normally complain about a disregard for "other" languages within the European Union, despite the fact that French is the last language but one within the EU with any reason to complain -unless, of course, "other" means precisely " before the new European judges learn how to use EC law more creatively, and to question some of its principles.
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The Community judicial structure should be based on dialogue and mutual intellectual enrichment. There is no doubt that the new Member States' lawyers and judges will have to adjust some of their methodology to European standards. This does not mean, however, that enrichment and "learning" will fl ow in one direction only, i.e. from the Court of Justice and the "old" Europe to the new Member States. It is not only the vices and ragbags of an outdated post-communist legal conception which the new Member States have brought to the European Union. Some positive values and attitudes may be discovered as well, such as a greater deference to the legislature, or a more "conservative" judicial ideology. Perhaps the time is ripe for the Court of Justice to set its legal reasoning and judicial style on a more solid foundation than the all-embracing, everywhere-leading effet utile can offer.
Central and Eastern European judges generally display a sound degree of scepticism towards the teleological and effet utile style of reasoning used by the Court of Justice. This might be caused by their negative historical experience. Heretical though it may sound, there are some striking similarities between the communist/Marxist and Community approaches to legal reasoning, and the requirements of judicial activism placed on national judges. Marxist law required, at least in its early (Stalinist) phase, that judges disregard the remnants of the old bourgeois legal system in the interest of the victory of the working class and the communist revolution. Judges were supposed to apply the law in an antiformalistic, almost teleological way, always directing their aim towards the victory of the working class and the dialectic approach. EC law requires national judges to set aside all national law which is incompatible with the full effectiveness of Community law, i.e. with such open-ended principles and aims as the full effectiveness of EC law enforcement, or the unity of EC law across the entire Union. In a way, both approaches are very similar: open-ended clauses take precedence over a textual interpretation of the written law. Often the desired result comes fi rst, with a backward style of reasoning being used to arrive at it. The only visible difference is that the universal "all-use" argument has changed -from the victory of the working class to the full effectiveness of EC law. 108 The examples, discussed above, of the fi rst Polish reference for preliminary ruling (case C-313/05 Brzeziński n 5) and one of those from Hungary (case C-290/05 Nádasdi n 12) show that the new Community judges have already understood how to use Community law to get rid of obnoxious national legislation (e.g. a registration tax on imported second-hand cars), which, at least at the national level, does not correspond with the image of a docile, passive legal formalism.
This comparison is, of course, exaggerated. Yet there is a grain of truth in it. The scepticism towards a teleological style of reasoning shown by post-communist judiciaries has its historical roots. During the last decades of communist rule in Central Europe, legal formalism and strict textual interpretation of the law become a natural line of defence against the anti-formalistic teleological style of judicial reasoning offi cially required by Party policy. 109 After the Velvet Revolution, a slow, timid emancipation of the judiciary began. The newly acquired space for interpretive freedom has, naturally, often been misunderstood or even misused. 110 It is, nonetheless, jealously guarded against new intruders who may try to conquer it using the same methods, albeit with a different content.
On the whole, there is no doubt that, driven by the selfi sh commercial interests of the parties and their lawyers, Community law will soon begin to appear more often in the new Member States' courtrooms. This will soon become a tidal wave. Yet not in the pessimistic, catastrophic sense Lord Denning MR might have predicted, 111 but rather in a more positive one, sweeping away the remaining post-communist leftovers from the Augean stable.
